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 RISE 

RSVP for this event here! tinyurl.com/rise2017rsvp 

Volunteer for this event here! tinyurl.com/rise2017volunteer 

RISE: Celebrating Women, Community Love and Leadership, is an event for all women to 
unapologetically celebrate and honor the work and contributions given by women to our 
communities. RISE is about highlighting the endeavors and efforts of our women leaders, 
especially queer women and women of color, as well as appreciating, as a community, the 
daily functioning, striving and travail of all women as we give to each others lives and rise 
together. 

About our theme: 

Although many saw O’Keefe’s revolutionary flower paintings as representative of the female 
experience with a connotation of biological determinism, at the core, her flowers were 
beautiful no matter what the viewer chose to project onto them when reading into her work. 
Every woman is different, just as all flowers are different, and we want to acknowledge and 
celebrate all who experience life through the lens of woman in body, spirit, identity - past, 
present, future, and fluid.  

In the past decades, new emerging gazes have continually added diverse meanings to her 
works. By acknowledging the past understandings of her work and following the innovating 
legacy, in saying "No Matter the Flower", we seek to explore the transformative power 
brought by members in our communities who embrace and traverse new consciousness, 
boundaries and identities, take initiatives, and keep re-defining themselves, the community, 
and women’s leadership. 

The event will include a dinner and an award ceremony honoring campus and community 
women, as well as performances and speakers throughout. Please join us! Everyone 
welcome! 

We welcome all who experience life through the lens of woman in body, spirit, identity - 
past, present, future, and fluid. 

Questions? Contact Mariya at mariyarybak@berkeley.edu or Celine at 
19zliao@berkeley.edu. 
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 Did you have a parent come out as gay or lesbian when you were a child? 

Hi! My name is Brennan and I’m a 4th year psychology graduate student who is completing 
a dissertation on the experiences of having a parent come out as gay or lesbian. 

I’m looking to conduct 1hr interviews with adults ages 18-30 who had a parent come out 
when they were a child between the ages of 6-12. 

The purpose of this research is to gather firsthand information on this experience in order to 
better inform clinicians, policy makers, teachers, and community members about it. 

If interested in participating, please email me at bwhitley@wi.edu. 

 Psi Chi UCSD 

The Psi Chi Chapter at UC San Diego is proud to announce its second annual undergraduate 
research conference. The conference will be held on May 27, 2017 at the University of 
California San Diego. 
 
We are excited to invite students to submit high-quality abstracts for consideration. Students 
working in fields related to psychology, including neuroscience, biology, sociology, and 
philosophy, are encouraged to submit their projects so long as their topics are of interest to 
psychological research. 
 
We strive for a fun, low pressure environment where students of all experience levels can 
present their work with confidence. Projects need not be completed for an abstract to be 
considered. 
 
The deadline to submit an abstract is April 15, 2017 at 11:59pm. Acceptances will be 
announced on April 22, 2017. 
 
Interested students and faculty may contact Claudia Son at clson@ucsd.edu with questions. 
 
Abstracts may be submitted here: http://goo.gl/forms/2Lz50JcyKG or on our website 
atbrainlove.wix.com/ucsdpsichi. 

 INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES  

BERKELEY RESEARCH ON CONTEMPORARY INDIA PROGRAM 
(BRCIP) 

Description:   The Berkeley Research on Contemporary India Program (BRCIP) at the 
Institute of International Studies (IIS) fosters undergraduate education and research on India 
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at UC Berkeley.  BRCIP will offer undergraduate scholarships to UC Berkeley students who 
are conducting research on any area of contemporary India in Spring or Summer 
2017.  Research may be conducted independently, in congruence with an honors thesis, or 
while studying abroad.  

Application Details:  Applicants must submit a one-page research proposal and unofficial 

transcript.  A letter of recommendation from a GSI or faculty member must be emailed 
directly to iis.grants@berkeley.edu.  Further application details can be found on 
the IIS website: http://iis.berkeley.edu/funding-opportunities/berkeley-research-on-
contemporary-india-program-brcip-undergraduate.  

Eligibility: Open to any UC Berkeley junior or senior with a minimum 3.5 GPA who has 
completed at least one semester of study at Berkeley. All majors are eligible and 
encouraged to apply. (Note: concurrent enrollment students are not eligible to apply.) 

Award Amount: Scholarships will be up to $2500 each. 

Application Deadline: Monday, March 20, 2017. 

Please email iis.grants@berkeley.edu with any questions. 

 EOP STEM Exposure Conference.  
 
RSVP: http://tinyurl.com/eopexpconrsvp 
 
This conference consists of 3 workshops which will provide students [1st, 2nd, 3rd year 
and transfer students] a place to listen to the narratives of upper-class students, 
counselors, GSIs and professors in their respective fields. The goal of this conference is 
to expose our students to the various STEM majors they may pursue and how to best 
achieve academic success in these majors. 
 
Conference Date: Sunday, March 19th 11am-5pm at the Clark Kerr Campus 

More info can be found here: https://www.facebook.com/events/368176740220038/  

 Apply to the CITRIS Foundry Startup Accelerator - Due 3/26 

Founding a Startup is Hard. We Can Help. 

The CITRIS Foundry is the University of California accelerator for undergraduate, 

graduate or faculty startup founders building transformative technology companies. Our 

program provides: 

 $5,000-$10,000 in seed funding for startups including office, meeting & lab 
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space, cloud computing, legal services and education. 

 Customized mentorship specific to your needs from our extensive network of 

entrepreneurs, investors, industry experts, and fellow founders. 

 Access to design and prototyping tools at the CITRIS Invention Lab as well as 

partner lab facilities at QB3 and the Marvell Nanolab   

If you're ready to jump in, CITRIS Foundry is currently accepting applications for our Fall 

2016 cohort. Application Deadline is March 26th at 11:59PM! For more information and 

to apply, visit: CITRISFoundry.org 

 

Want to learn more? 

 

Info Sessions:  Sign up here for a 30 minute online info session to learn about the 

program, meet program staff and ask questions on 03/07 or 03/16.  

 

Office Hours: Have questions about your startup idea or application?  Sign up 

here for an appointment with program staff on 3/17, 3/21, or 3/24. 

 

Apply: http://citrisfoundry.org/?mc_cid=5decef3c51&mc_eid=44f4bdda72#apply  

 Summer '17 Course: Amer Std 10 - American Narratives, American Identity 

AMERICAN STUDIES 10 - American Narratives, American Identity 
Summer Session D, 7/3/2017 -  8/11/2017 
M-T-W-Th, 2-4 pm, 250 LeConte 
Instructor: Shannon Steen  
 
Americans have a variety of stories they tell about themselves.  In this class, we will take 
three of these narratives and see how they are represented in popular culture.  We will look at 
how Americans use film, music, advertising, political cartoons, clothing and costuming, and 
electoral campaigns to think about who we have been, who we are, and who we would like to 
be in the future.  What ideas are contained in these stories?  And what are the implications 
for how we think about who we are? Possible narratives include: the Melting Pot, the 
American Dream, and the Rugged Individual.  
 
Laura Spautz, MPH 
amerstd@berkeley.edu 
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 UCEAP Tropical Biology & Conservation Studies 
 
Let nature be your classroom! Join us for an info session on the Costa Rica Tropical Biology 
& Conservation Studies program. Program Director Dr. Frank Joyce and alums will be 
present. 
Info Session: Wednesday, March 8 1-2pm 56 Barrows Hall 
 
 American Studies 101AC: The Business of American Popular Culture: Race, Class, 

Ethnicity, and the Birth of Consumer Society 
Summer Session A (5/22 - 6/30/17/17) 
MTW 2-5, 141 McCone.  
Class number: 15204.  
Instructors: Kathleen Moran and Michael Cohen 

 
This is a course about the way that forms of American popular culture (dime novels, 
spectacles, fairs, amusement parks, vaudeville, popular music, cinema) were foundational 
to the growth and development of consumer society. Our course will focus on the 
overlapping histories of African American, Native American and White (mainly working 
class) communities as they were represented in popular culture and used in the creation of 
consumer advertising and the language of persuasion. We will also discuss how people in 
these communities themselves produced popular culture.  The course will be divided into 
four parts that overlap historically to build a picture of the way that regimes of 
representation and the practices of entertainment transformed popular culture into market 
commodities at the turn of the 20th century. 

 
 
 School Accountability: What's SEL Got To Do With It? 

Thursday, March 16, 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Education/Psychology Library, Tolman Hall (2nd floor) 
 
Join us for a conversation with experts and practitioners in the field of social emotional 
learning (SEL) to explore its importance in a child’s academic success, and how schools 
can deliver and measure SEL in the context of creating equitable educational learning 
environments. We will also delve into emerging questions in educational research and 
policy. 
Our discussion will be moderated by GSE Dean Prudence L. Carter, and our 
distinguished panelists include:  
Linda Darling-Hammond, President and CEO, Learning Policy Institute; Prof. Emeritus 
Stanford University, Graduate School of Education; and Co-chair, National Commission 
on Social, Emotional and Academic Development at the Aspen Institute 
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Joshua P. Starr, CEO, Phi Delta Kappa (PDK); and Member, Council of Distinguished 
Educators, National Commission on Social, Emotional and Academic Development at the 
Aspen Institute 
Mary Helen Immordino-Yang, Associate Professor of Education, Psychology and 
Neuroscience, Rossier School of Education and Brain and Creativity Institute, University 
of Southern California; and Member, Council of Distinguished Scientists, National 
Commission on Social, Emotional and Academic Development at the Aspen Institute 
Elliot Turiel, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs; and Jerome A. Hutto Chair, 
Graduate School of Education, Berkeley 
Thanks to our co-sponsor PDK. Read more about this event. For more information, 
contact gsenews@berkeley.edu. 

 
 LSAT Prep 

 
Preparing talented, motivated, yet under-represented students to successfully gain 
admission to and succeed in law school.  The ASAP program curriculum will focus on 
aspects of the law school application process that are commonly overlooked or 
undervalued by students when applying to law school. 
·         Selecting a law school, 
·         Writing an effective personal statement, 
·         Choosing sources for letters of recommendations, 
·        Preparing strategies for the Law School Admission Test (LSAT) and 
understanding the impact of LSAT scores and Grade Point Averages (GPA) in the 
selection process, 
·         Understanding the significance of the early application process offered by many 
law schools 

·         Managing Debt and developing credit worthiness 
·         Common errors committed by law school applicants 

See ASAP Highlights and Photos here!  
 
When/Where: various weekends in August 
Where:  Stanford, CA; Los Angeles, CA; Austin, TX; Atlanta, GA; Manhattan, NY; 
Chicago, IL, & Washington, DC 
How: Click here: to Apply online NOW! 
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 Psychology Study Abroad 
 
Program Spotlights 
·         University of Bristol, UK-England The School of Experimental Psychology at the 
University of Bristol offers outstanding opportunities to students who focus on hypothesis-
driven, testable ideas to understand mind and behavior. This is a great program if you enjoy 
the research side of psychology. 
·         University of Cape Town, South Africa South Africa embodies dynamic and diverse 
cultures and ongoing social transformation. Here you can learn psychology at an 
internationally recognized department with strengths in clinical psychology as well as 
research in a number of areas such as child development, gender, psychological trauma, 
social psychology, cognitive psychology, research methodology and statistics, 
psychoanalytic theory, and neuropsychology. 
·         University of Copenhagen, Denmark Set in a large research-oriented institution, this 
program is ideal for independently motivated students; classes usually meet a couple of hours 
each week with either large projects or papers to complete outside of class. You may take 
first year graduate-level courses for upper-division credit provided you have the appropriate 
prerequisites. 
·         University of the West Indies, Barbados The University of the West Indies at Cave 
Hill offers a wide selection of psychology courses through two faculties: Humanities and 
Education, and Social Sciences. Traditional psychology courses are offered- abnormal, 
developmental, sports, physiological, along with courses on learning and personality theory, 
as well as electives emphasizing psychosocial issues specific to the Caribbean. 
·         Psychology Featured Programs for a list of excellent programs for psychology 
majors. 
  
Photo Story: England 
Read about Jacqueline Woo’s study abroad experience as a psychology major at 
Pembroke-King’s College, University of Cambridge, England. 
  
“The classes I took were a top feature of my experience. The courses could not be taken back 
at my home university and the style of teaching was entirely different; my favorite classes 
were ‘Psychology of Language’ and ‘Medicine and Disease in European History’” 
  
Next Steps… 
Plan early for study abroad! View upcoming deadlines and contact Berkeley Study 
Abroad to start your journey now. 
 


